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What is DogHQ day care?
DogHQ day care is social school for dogs! Far from being a baby-sitting or boarding
service, DogHQ day care provides the platform for dogs to experience positive socialisation in a managed and caring
environment. This provides the ultimate in physical/psychological and social stimulation.
Dogs are grouped according to size, temperament and play-style with each group being supervised by a human
leader the whole time.

Why use day care?

 Anyone wanting a very robustly socialised adult dog should use DogHQ Day Care for their puppy from a
young age. This is the best way to socialise a puppy fully (dog/dog).

 Dog play is far greater stimulation than two walks in a day and for young active dogs DogHQ provides a
perfect release for much needed play time.

 Dogs home alone a lot get bored and can become noisy or destructive. Day care is an obvious solution to this
problem.

 Under-stimulated dog can be hard to train so the use of day care can greatly assist in the training process.
 Dogs that are overweight can benefit from the increased exercise.
 Timid dogs are fearful dogs and DogHQ Day Care has had great success in helping timid dogs gain confidence

in being with other dogs and the world in general.

Why people choose DogHQ

Managing dogs in groups is not a simple task and you need to be assured that the people looking after your dog and
managing its social experience are caring professionals.

Here are the sort of things our customers have to say about DogHQ and why we have developed a great reputation
for our professional approach to dog socialisation.

“We were attracted by the fact that the dogs are supervised 100% of the time. When we arrived at DogHQ
we were impressed by the fact it wasn’t too rowdy. Some of the other centres we had visited were just too
noisy, as if no one cared what the dogs were doing!”

“I know Milou gets the love, affection and care that I would give her myself from all of the staff. She is extremely important to me; I count her
as a family member. I would not leave her with just anyone - I trust Louise and her team and have gotten to know them very well over the last
year and a half,” says Rebecca.

“I wanted Toby to be able to socialise with other dogs from an early age. I’d heard about DogHQ from one
of my customers whose dog went to DogHQ. I looked at their services on line and saw they offered a very
good puppy development training programme with a one-on-one trainer, so decided to give it a go,” says
Lynda.

“This is why I am emailing you, our vet has given us some training tools to use when we are out
walking which we are going to implement and he has recommended DogHQ as the ONLY good Dog day
care on the shore because you work with the dogs, I just wish we had come to you first.”

How do you get started?

All vaccinations must be up-to-date including Kennel Cough and any dogs over  7 months of age must be desexed.
Then it’s just a matter of calling and booking the first day. The first half day is free and this can be upgraded to a full
day if this is more convenient.
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